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ABSTRACT: The recent discovery of temporally controlled gels opens broad perspectives
to the ﬁeld of smart functional materials. However, to obtain fully operative systems, the
design of simple and robust gels displaying complex functions is desirable. Herein, we fuel
dissipative gelating materials through iterative additions of trichloroacetic acid (TCA). This
simple fuel enables to switch over time an acid/base-dependent commercially available
amino acid gelator/DBU combination between three distinct states (anionic, cationic, and
neutral), while liberating volatile CO2 and CHCl3 upon fuel consumption. Of interest, the
anionic resting state of the system is obtained through trapping of 1 equiv of CO2 through
the formation of a carbamate. The system is tunable, robust, and resilient over time with
over 25 consecutive sol−gel−sol cycles possible without signiﬁcant loss of properties. Most
importantly, because of the chiral nature of the amino acid gelator, the system features chiroptical switching properties moving
reversibly between three distinct states as observed by ECD. The described system considerably enhances the potential of smart
molecular devices for logic gates or data storage by adding a time dimension based on three states to the gelating materials. It is
particularly simple in terms of chemical components involved, but it enables sophisticated functions.

■

INTRODUCTION
Our modern societies rely on elaborated technologies for
progress, and developing supramolecular smart materials
possessing well-deﬁned complex functions could unveil
innovative applications.1 In this context, inserting a time
dimension could further enhance the potential of smart
materials. Mimicking nature, the design of self-assembled
supramolecular structures able to transiently change properties
over time through a stimulus represents a young ﬁeld of research
with great potential.2 Nature’s out-of-equilibrium machinery is
built on complex dynamic settings able to perform a variety of
crucial biological functions by using the free energy of a fuel such
as ATP.2 By transposing such principles, the design of purely
synthetic self-assembled systems could open broad perspectives
for the development of adaptive smart materials such as
dissipative gels able to switch reversibly over time from solution
to the gel state. However, these eﬀorts are hampered by the
inherent diﬃculty at designing eﬃcient dynamic autonomous
systems not relying on complex multiple enzymatic setting.3 As a
result, despite their potential, a limited set of transformations
were applied in these reversible time-responsive gelations,
narrowing materials potential functions.4,5 The diﬃculty at
designing new systems is due to the challenge associated with
the control of the reactions at the origin of the reversible selfassembly (gelation) phenomena and the fuel consumption.
These processes must be to some extent compatible, and to be
operative upon fuel addition, the rate of self-assembly upon the
stimuli should be faster than the rate of fuel consumption.
Finally and of utmost importance in view of the operability
ensuring a large number of sol−gel−sol cycles, these cycles
© 2021 American Chemical Society

should not disturb the chemical composition of the solution to
avoid the system deactivation. This is diﬃcult since in most
known cases an additional reagent embedded in the initial
solution reacts to consume the fuel so that its concentration
steadily decreases, while on the other side a large amount of
undesired waste is accumulating. Given the limited set of
systems available, for now, only a handful of applications have
been identiﬁed for such dissipative gels.2g In other words, new
supramolecular dissipative materials with innovative functions
of increased complexity are highly desirable.
Supramolecular chiroptical switches have recently attracted
considerable interest due to their potential applications for
instance in logic gates devices or data storage.6 However, while
some of the known dissipative gels are based on chiral molecules
possessing two types of chiroptical signals, they are not resilient
over multiple cycles.7 Until now, chiroptical switches, typically
using circular dichroism (CD) or circularly polarized
luminescence (CPL) measurements, have been relying on two
types of switching phenomena: the on/oﬀ states; the signiﬁcant
variation of the measured value, for instance its increase/
decrease in absolute value; its variations in positive/negative
sign. To enhance the possibilities oﬀered by chiroptical switches,
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neutral gel C with negative CD signal. Finally, regeneration over
time (t2) of the anionic solution A closes the cycle. Interestingly,
careful mechanistic investigations revealed that in the anionic
resting state solution A, 1 equiv of CO2 is trapped by the amino
acid/DBU system through carbamate formation (Figure 1).13
This carbamate instantaneously liberates 1 equiv of CO2 upon
addition of the fuel. Of importance, the chiroptical switching
material is fully operative, limits waste accumulation, and as a
result can achieve over 25 sol−gel−sol cycles through successive
fuel additions. Overall, the system is particularly simple in terms
of the molecular components it involves but enables to obtain
sophisticated functions.

moving from the two-state approach to a three-state approach is
a promising direction. It was only recently that George’s group
reported a multienzymatic setting generating a chiroptical
switch between three states.8 However, a simple purely synthetic
system providing malleable materials with comparable chiroptical properties is yet unknown. To push functional materials to a
new dimension, herein, we report a robust and resilient synthetic
system for dissipative gels with three-state chiroptical switching
properties. This strategy uses simple chiral amino acid 2 as
gelator in combination with 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene
(DBU) and trichloroacetic acid (TCA) as chemical fuel (Figure
1).

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Gel System Optimization, Time Concentration Dependence, and Kinetics. Among amino acids, commercially
available O-tert-butyl-L-tyrosine (2) was recently applied as
potent low molecular weight (MW = 237 g/mol) organogelator
under neutral conditions.12 At the onset, to validate the potential
of 2 as a pH-dependent organogelator, we added excess TCA to
a DMF suspension of 2 (1% w/v).14 We were delighted to
observe that upon standing at room temperature a strong gel was
spontaneously generated within 10 min (vial inversion method,
Table 1). This gel was stable for weeks at room temperature and
Table 1. System Optimization through the Vial Inversion
Methoda
basic additive:

none

Et3N

piperidine

MTBD

DBU

sol−gel transition
gel−sol transition

yes
no

yes
no

yes
no

yes
yes

yes
yes

a
Conditions: 2 (42 μM), basic additive (75 μM), DMF (1 mL), 20
°C. Addition of TCA (240 μM). Sol−gel−sol transition observed
through vial inversion method.

even after 4 h heating at 60 °C. To trigger the desired sol−gel−
sol transition, we then screened diﬀerent organic bases (Table
1). In the presence of weak bases such as piperidine or Et3N,
after gelation, no return to the solution was observed even after
24 h. The absence of solubilization of the gel is attributed to their
known inability to stabilize amines−CO2 adducts.13 In sharp
contrast, by use of stronger bases stabilizing such carbamates13
such as 7-methyl-1,5,7-triazabicyclo[4.4.0]dec-5-ene (MTBD)
or DBU, TCA addition triggered the strong gel formation in ∼5
min, leading back to a solution after 2 min. Furthermore, after
adding again TCA, another sol−gel−sol cycle was observed
demonstrating the potential of these strong bases to trigger the
desired complete cycle. Given the close sol−gel−sol transitions
observed between these two bases, DBU was chosen for further
studies.
Having identiﬁed the appropriate dissipative gelation
combination, we next had an insight into the tunability of the
sol−gel−sol system and on the role of the diﬀerent constituents.
For such purpose, the turbidity of the gels was estimated by
measuring the absorption at 400 nm and after performing an
initial sol−gel−sol cycle corresponding to the formation of the
carbamate resting state of the system (Figure 2).4c,k Monitoring
the absorption enables to determine the time upon which a
turbid gel (deﬁned above 50% of the maximal absorbance) is
generated (t1) and the time before its deformation (t2). As
anticipated, at a ﬁxed 120 μM concentration in TCA,
modulating the DBU concentration considerably impacted the
time before gelation (t1) (Figure 2, top). From a gel generated in

Figure 1. Three-state TCA-fueled functional material.

TCA is known to undergo thermal or base promoted
decomposition generating CO2 gas and volatile CHCl3, thus
avoiding waste accumulation.9,10 It has notably been used by the
group of Takata, Leigh, or recently Kim to switch between two
states (neutral and cationic) in molecular motors or in a
temporary host−guest complex.9 We hypothesized that this
cheap molecule could act as an optimum fuel for the next
generation of dissipative gels based on three distinct anionic,
cationic, and neutral states (Figure 1). For such purpose, we
draw our attention to the combination between chiral amino
acids, known as potential acid/base-dependent gelators,11,12 and
a strong base such as DBU potentially able to catalyze TCA
decarboxylation and induce amino acid deprotonation. We
discovered that from the anionic amino acid solution A where
the circular dichroism (CD) signal is nearly null, TCA addition
induces protonation of the amines generating solution B with a
strong positive CD signal. Upon amino acid and DBU catalyzed
decarboxylation of TCA, volatile CO2 and CHCl3 are liberated
over time (t1), forming the temporary strong supramolecular
12651
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gel−sol process can also be easily visualized through the addition
of small amount of acid/base sensitive dyes (Figure 3, Figures

Figure 3. Visualization of the sol−gel−sol cycle through the use of
acid/base sensitive dyes DMF solution. Conditions: 2 (42 μM), DBU
(54 μM), 1 mL of DMF acid/base sensitive dyes solution. The sol−
gel−sol cycle was performed by using 60 μL of TCA solution (C = 0.65
mg/μL, 237 μM) after an initiation cycle with 45 μL of TCA solution
(C = 0.65 mg/μL, 179 μM).

S17 and 18). From the blue solution A where the color results
from excess DBU, addition of TCA induces an instantaneous
formation of yellow solution B, corresponding to protonated
DBU and amino acid. The solution remains yellow during TCA
consumption until a green color appears. This corresponds to
the liberation of neutral amino acid in the system, triggering a
rapid self-assembly. Gelation occurs at the onset of the color
change, suggesting that as soon as enough amino acid is present
in the neutral form, gelation rapidly occurs while the more basic
DBU is still fully protonated. The color in the gel state (C) then
evolves with DBU liberation upon remaining TCA decarboxylation, providing a green then blue gel, moving back again to a
solution upon carbamate A formation through CO2 trapping.
Chiroptical Properties. To probe the chiroptical properties
and further understand the diﬀerent steps of the gel assembly/
disassembly cycles, we followed the process using UV and
electronic circular dichroism (ECD) spectroscopies which are
particularly eﬃcient to monitor the dynamics of these kinds of
processes (Figure 4). UV and ECD spectra were measured in

Figure 2. (a) Turbidity of the sol−gel−sol and time [DBU]
dependence. 2 (21 μM), TCA (120 μM), in 2 mL of DMF at 20 °C.
(b) Plot of sol−gel (t1) and gel−sol (t2) as a function of [DBU]. (c)
Turbidity of the sol−gel−sol and time [TCA] dependence. 2 (21 μM),
DBU (25 μM), in 2 mL of DMF at 20 °C. (d) Plot of t1 and t2 as a
function of [TCA]. All measurements performed after an initial sol−
gel−sol cycle using 90 μM [TCA]. Turbidity monitored through UV
dispersion at 400 nm.

<3 min at [DBU] = 40 μM (purple curve), gel formation (t1)
was delayed to 6 min at [DBU] = 20 μM (blue). In the absence
of DBU, gelation occurred with an increase in t1 to 9 min
(green). Altogether, these results indicate that DBU and 2 both
contribute to the fuel decarboxylation (see also Table S1). The
DBU concentration also impacted the time length (t2) of the gel,
doubling from 1 min at [DBU] = 40 μM to 2 min at [DBU] = 20
μM. In addition, when decreasing the DBU concentration from
40 to 20 μM, the time before going back to a clear solution is
even further increased from 2.0 to 6.3 min (see Figure S11).
When reducing the amount of DBU further (16 μM), a brake in
the degelation process is observed with a gel lasting ∼29 h as
determined through vial inversion. Finally, as already
mentioned, in the absence of DBU, a gel stable over time (>1
month) is observed. These results conﬁrm the role of DBU over
gel destruction which is linked to the formation of the carbamate
resting state solution A.
Varying the amount of TCA also modulated both t1 and t2
(Figure 2, bottom). From [TCA] = 120 μM (gray) to [TCA] =
360 μM (yellow), the sol−gel time (t1) increased from 4.7 to
51.0 min. This is consistent with the role of TCA, which needs to
be consumed prior to gel formation. In parallel, the gel−sol time
(t2) also increased from 1.4 to 5.3 min upon similar increase in
the amount of TCA, concomitant with an increase in the
turbidity. We hypothesized that the CO2 generated upon the
decarboxylation might explain this behavior. This was conﬁrmed
by bubbling CO2 through solution A prior to the sol−gel−sol
cycle, resulting in an increase in t2 (see Figure S13). This eﬀect
might be due to the reversible trapping of DBU by CO2 prior to
carbamate formation, delaying the degelation process at higher
CO2 concentrations.13
Given the strong gaps in pKa between the diﬀerent
components (pKa: DBU ≫ amino acid ≫ TCA), the sol−

Figure 4. ECD (top) and UV (bottom) spectra of the system before
TCA addition and after gel disassembly (blue). After TCA addition
(orange) and gel (green) measured in DMF during sol−gel−sol cycle.
Conditions: 2 (8.4 μmol), DBU (18.8 μmol) in 0.4 mL of DMF at 20
°C. Addition of 9 μL of TCA solution (C = 0.65 mg/μL, 35.8 μmol) in
DMF. Acquisition: 100 nm/min.
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Figure 5. Time course of ECD at 279 nm over multiple sol−gel−sol cycles upon successive TCA additions.

robustness of the dissipative chiroptical system, a crucial
parameter for further applications.
The high sensitivity of the photomultiplicator detector used
on the ECD spectrometer allows to measure small intensity
variations with high accuracy. This provided a better understanding of the switching gelation mechanism through the
analysis of the evolution of the ECD and UV bands as a function
of time during the cycle at 279 nm, a wavelength enabling to
observe the individual events during the whole process. The
overall sol−gel−sol cycle is deﬁned through seven individual
steps representing the chemical reactions and supramolecular
processes occurring for one cycle (Figure 6). After introducing
TCA to the initial solution, during TCA consumption (step 1),
we observe a positive plateau in ECD and a very slight decrease
of the absorbance in the UV. It is followed in the UV by two
linear increases in absorbance with diﬀerent durations and
slopes (steps 2 and 3). In ECD, the same behavior is observed
but with a decrease of the intensity which becomes negative in

parallel on two channels of the same spectrometer (JACSO
J815) after an initial sol−gel−sol cycle. Figure 4 shows UV and
their corresponding ECD spectra measured over time after TCA
addition to the system (see the Supporting Information for
details). These spectra reveal three striking states: the solution B
in which TCA solution has just been added (orange spectrum),
the gel C (green spectrum), and the solution A after disassembly
of the gel, which is also the initial solution before TCA addition
(blue spectrum). The UV spectra of the gel and of the solution
after gel disassembly are quite close, whereas a small
hypsochromic shift is measured when the TCA is added to the
solution. Moreover, we notice the presence of a shoulder around
280 nm that can be attributed to the −COOH function which is
generally characterized by a band around 270 nm. On the
corresponding ECDs the three states are clearly distinguishable.
Before TCA addition (or after the gel disassembly), the
spectrum of the solution is characterized by a ﬂat and large
slightly positive band around 271 nm. Once TCA is added, the
intensity of the positive band increases strongly with a weak
hypsochromic shift. Finally, during the gel assembly process the
positive band progressively becomes negative. This change of
sign is accompanied by a clear bathochromic shift from 270 to
276 nm. Upon gel deformation, the initial solution (blue
spectrum) is formed again.
Given these remarkable changes in the CD signal observed for
the three states, we probe the potential of the dissipative system
as chiroptical switch over multiple cycles upon successive
additions of TCA (Figure 5). Gratifyingly, the three states were
observed reliably over 25 consecutive cycles. During a cycle, the
CD signal switches from a close to zero value to a strong positive
signal upon TCA addition and a strong negative signal upon gel
formation before going back to the initial value upon gel
disassembly. The repetition of the cycles does not aﬀect the
succession of the three diﬀerent signals in ECD that characterize
each of the three states of the system. Because of dilution
through the addition of DMF solutions of TCA and the aging of
the solution notably through partial CO2 and chloroform
accumulation, small variations of the measured intensity are
observed (see Figure S20), which can be explained by the
increasing dominance of dispersion phenomena in the measurements. Similarly, multiple sol−gel−sol cycles could be reliably
repeated by using the vial inversion method (see Table S2). This
uncommonly reliable switch highlights the great operability and

Figure 6. ECD (top) and UV (bottom) −COOH band intensity at 279
nm with respect to time during cycle 5. Conditions: 2 (8.4 μmol), DBU
(18.8 μmol) in 0.4 mL of DMF at room temperature. Addition of 9 μL
of TCA solution (C = 0.65 mg/μL, 35.8 μmol) in DMF.
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Figure 7. 1H NMR monitoring of the sol−gel−sol cycle in DMF-d7. Top: 2/DBU adduct. Middle: solution A after initiation sol−gel−sol cycle.
Bottom: 2.DBU.CO2 adduct generated from CO2 bubbling.

Dissipative System Mechanism. To get a better insight at
the molecular level into the structures implied in the sol−gel−
sol switch, it was studied through 1H NMR spectroscopy. From
a 2/DBU adduct DMF-D7 solution (Figure 7, top), TCA was
added and the system analyzed upon formation of a new solution
resulting from the initiation sol−gel−sol cycle (Figure 7,
middle). Formation of chloroform through TCA decarboxylation was conﬁrmed by the appearance of a singlet at 8.33 ppm.
Proton 1 in the new adduct generated upon the initiation cycle is
strongly deshielded from 2.55 to 3.96 ppm as compared to the
2.DBU. According to the literature, this corresponds to a CO2
insertion through carbamate formation,13 where the anionic
charge might be delocalized between the carboxylic acid and the
carbamate.13b This CO2 adduct is stable over time and
represents the resting state of the system, generated again
upon another sol−gel−sol cycle (Figure S26). The formation of
the CO2 adduct was also conﬁrmed by bubbling CO2 to a 2/
DBU solution leading to the same spectra (Figure 7, bottom).
While such CO2 insertion into amino acids had previously been
induced by using CO2 pressure, to our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst
time it is observed through decarboxylation of TCA. This is also
in sharp contrast with the precedent literature applications of
TCA9 and highly complementary to two-state molecular
switches based on CO2 gas ﬁxation.15

step 3. The negative ECD signal being characteristic of the gel,
these two steps describe the gel assembly process. During gel
formation, a sharp acceleration in gel formation is observed in
step 3, probably when a threshold of ﬁber concentration has
been reached. The stages 4 to 5 correspond to a negative plateau
in ECD and characterize the lifetime of the gel. The UV shows,
however, that during these steps the gel undergoes several small
modiﬁcations diﬃcult to detect in ECD from step 4 to 5.
Because the ECD signal remains constant, this indicates that
these changes are not connected to the supramolecular assembly
of the amino acid but more likely to a reorganization between
the ﬁbers and the solvent.
This is conﬁrmed through the measure of the turbidity of the
gel which increases after multiple cycles, probably through a
small accumulation of chloroform and CO2 in the system
impacting the interﬁber relationship and modifying the
dispersion (see Figure S14). This was conﬁrmed by a loss of
gelation properties by using the vial inversion method after
running 25 cycles, property restored upon residual chloroform,
and CO2 removal under reduced pressure (see the Supporting
Information). At the end of the cycle, the emergence of liquid in
the gel at the macroscopic level can be identiﬁed by the increase
of the ECD intensity in step 7 until the return to the liquid state
characterized in ECD and in the UV by a plateau.
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The intermediate generation of protonated 2 and subsequent
gel formation could also be monitored by 1H NMR upon TCA
addition in the absence of DBU (see Figure S24). From
insoluble 2 in DMF, TCA addition generates a solution where 2
is present under its protonated form before slowly evolving to
the neutral gel when all TCA is consumed. CHCl3 formation is
observed at 8.33 ppm while peaks corresponding to 2 disappear
through ﬁbers formation. These results also conﬁrm that CO2
ﬁxation by 2 is only possible in the presence of DBU.
Altogether, these experiments corroborate the three states
mechanism shown in Figure 1. The 2.DBU.CO2 adduct solution
A formed upon an initial sol−gel−sol cycle (Scheme S1)
corresponds to the resting state of the system. Adding TCA, a
strong acid, protonates the carbamate instantaneously, liberating
1 equiv of CO2 as reported in the literature with CF3COOH.16
The strong acid also protonates the basic DBU and 2, providing
the acidic solution B. From solution B, upon amine-catalyzed
TCA decarboxylation, the liberated neutral amino acid C rapidly
self-assembles, creating the strong ﬁbers entrapping the solvent
in the gel matrix. As demonstrated in the previous report on 2
gelation,12 multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions between
amines and acids functions as well as attractive van der Waals
interactions between the lipophilic tert-butyl groups are
responsible for the gelation. ECD analysis of a gel obtained in
the absence of DBU also conﬁrmed that the same supramolecular assembly was obtained (see Figure S21). From the
gel, 1 equiv of CO2 dissolved in the solvent is trapped by the 2/
DBU combination generating back the initial solution A. In the
absence of DBU or when using weaker bases such as Et3N, no
carbamate formation is observed so that the system remains at
the gel state. Given the diﬀerence in pKa between the strong acid
and the basic DBU, the carbamate formation is prevented until
all TCA is removed from the system through decarboxylation.
Overall, from this mechanism, DBU and TCA concentrations
greatly impact both gelation and gel destruction kinetics. As a
result of this reactivity pattern, the combination of a primary
amine and DBU considerably broadens the possibilities oﬀered
by the use of TCA as dissipative fuel.
Rheological Properties. With an optimal system in hand,
the rheological properties, a key point for further applications,
were also scrutinized (see Figure S33). Upon addition of TCA to
a 2/DBU solution, the transient formation of a gel was clearly
observed through the increase in both storage (G′) and loss
modulus (G′′). From the temporary gel state where G′ > G′′,
both G′ and G′′decrease over time until a solution is generated
again. Most importantly, the high storage modulus G′ (70 000
Pa) obtained at the maximum conﬁrms the high resistance of the
transiently generated supramolecular structure, corresponding
to the results observed through the vial inversion method. From
these rheology experiments, a gel is formed with impressive
stiﬀness, and the mechanical properties are relevant for potential
real-life applications. We demonstrated this behavior by molding
dissipative gel cones (Figure 8, see the Supporting Information
for other cones). For example, a 10 mL dissipative gel cone
doped with Congo red as dye could be generated and slowly
decomposed back to a solution over 7 h. Of interest, the
availability and the price of the diﬀerent reagents make the
system highly aﬀordable for scale-up.

Article

Figure 8. Molding of a 10 mL DMF cone gel constituted of 43 μM 2, 29
μM DBU, and 159 μM TCA. The red color is made by using Congo red
as dye.

chiroptical properties is mandatory. In this study, we have
been able to develop a new approach to chemically fuel a threestates chiroptical switching supramolecular gel with temporal
control. The system is based on the combination between a
chiral amino acid and DBU. From an anionic solution, upon
addition and subsequent consumption of trichloroacetic acid
(TCA) as acidic fuel, the system can switch to cationic and then
to neutral gelating form before going back to the anionic resting
state. TCA decomposition generates volatile CHCl3 and CO2
removable from the system, while one molecule of CO2 is
trapped at the resting state through carbamate formation.
Of utmost importance, thanks to the amino acid chirality, a
fully moldable material with chiroptical switching properties
moving through three distinct signals is observed as monitored
through ECD spectroscopy. As a result, this purely synthetic
system considerably enhances the potential of smart molecular
materials notably for application in logic gates or data storage. It
is simple and robust (over 25 consecutive sol−gel−sol cycles)
and triggers extremely complex functions. In contrast to
previous acidic fuels, the present approach is relying not only
on protonation/deprotonation but also on a structural change of
an amine over three states. As a result, by using TCA as fuel,
carbamate formation should ﬁnd great applications in the design
of new functional materials, switching devices, or molecular
motors.
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